Appendix 14
BNC Concordance lines for /skw/ (orthographic ‘sq’)
second century, one where the panels are of a

square

or rectangular appearance and another where

emphasis of full circles and roundels against a

squared

background is a predominantly south-eastern

Hill. Instead, this bust calls to mind the

square

, figured panel of the mosaic from insula

mosaic with guilloche mat filled tilted

squares

and at least one roundel which encloses

first place, and Greek and French to be

squeezed

in somehow. Then the time for exams

will the desire for free access to data be

squared

with the increasing institutional imperatives

basic rocks they may extend for thousands of

square

kilometres. The vast series of dolerite

Mm. Any idea what that graph would be? X

squared

. Erm, what would not quite the right shape

consumption, loss of job satisfaction and the

squandering

of some of society's most precious assets

Squadron (Halifaxes), and No 5 Group - No 83

Squadron

(Lancasters). By the end of the war, PFF

Countermeasures (RCM). 11 Some" Odd Bods"

Sqn

Ldr Tommy Blair DSO, DFC Perhaps I should

No 97 Squadron which, together with No 83

Squadron

, was hijacked by No 5 Group towards the

afternoon. So back he went to his

squadron

- No 149 - but he fared no better. The

that is what it amounted to. So down at

squadron

level we had this very much in our minds

one reason or another the loyalty of the

squadron

of some other loyalty said" no I won't

She sat back in her seat and looked across

squarely

at the pair of them. `We have to do three

exhausted, at the large house in Lowndes

Square

, that she was going to see even less of

except for cl 10.6) and delete the phrases in

square

brackets in cl 5.1 and the whole of cll

him, thank you. You also said you played

squash

regularly erm there was a chap David you

this will force the first bidder back to

square

one. If he wants to stay in the race he

coefficient generally, is variants If you

square

the correlation coefficient it equally

little insects in it and there's a woodpecker

Squirrels

. in it isn't there? Squirrels, erm so we

fishing. The sanctuary covers 6,600

square

miles between France's Hy res Islands,

the worst since 1983, when at least 11,000

square

miles of forest was destroyed in eastern

23 November Conservation: Species Red

squirrel

" faces extinction" in some areas The

faces extinction" in some areas The red

squirrel

faces possible extinction in central and

. `Pot-holing?' She controlled the

squeak

in her voice, and tried again. `Isn't that

having gained his complete attention, Lori

squirmed

in her seat. `Oh, well, in that case, who

a sudden, the child in the buggy gave a

squeal

of delight. `Mo' cars,' he pronounced

While he went to get her a glass of freshly

squeezed

lemon and lime juice she tried to resent

up in it, toga-style.' `Toga?' she

squeaked

. `An unfortunate choice of phrase

last time I didn't dare.' She looked at him

squarely

. `Do you accept my apology, Penry?'

breath, then looked at the house and mentally

squared

her shoulders. When she was about to move

costs and squeeze out our last profits.

Squeeze

out every drop. `As I say, we need

Then I hear another voice behind me. I

squint

across my shoulder. A second slab of beef

(saying no). Five… Rocky is in the

squad

for tomorrows match. Six… The papers

Memeber of England U18 Championship winning

squad

in July. Mark Tinkler Born Bishop

And face it, England aren't going to win

squot

. By the way both the TSB and programme

over 20 cm diameter at breast height in 2

sq

km of the semi-deciduous forest of Barro

glass sheets forming the walls of the 12,675

sq

metre ship shaped building, warp and curve

more time than he does… the reason for the

square/back

passes I reckon is noone moves into space

a maximum increase in floor area of 750

square

metres (instead of the previous 500 square

I open up the next nearest box, labelled

Squeez-Ee

Washing-up Liquid. Now, can I (see also

out the coloured icing to a 20cm (8inch)

square

, very thinly to give a marbled effect.

the same thickness as the little yellow

squares

. Cut out two blue squares, eight red squares

colleagues. Cadets from 446 (Forres)

Squadron

joined others from the Highland Wing and

War Two, the fortunes of those two bomber

squadrons

bore striking similarities, they arrived

, also out of Waterkloof. Views of 35

Squadron

Dakota 6865 on a sortie out of D F Malan

Three days later another London from 240

Squadron

had a running fight with a Do 18 and it

from June 26. When operating with 112

Squadron

FX760 was regularly flown by `A' Flight

a run-down of the whole squad with their

squad

numbers, email me and Ill see if I ve still

the team. I haven't seen the other

squads

: I assume Macca, Speed, and Dorigo are

Date: Fri, 19 Nov 93 16:46:18 GMT Subject:

Squad

news SQUAD NEWS FROM CEEFAX: -

And has anyone picked up a copy of The new

Square

Ball? If it's out, I hope we'll be in it

that Wilko IS looking to strenghthen the

squad

following Battys departure. I have

server. Shall I send a letter to the

square

ball and the program desk to announce our

The money has now been sent to Portman

Square

for inclusion in Guinness PLC's `double

honours in the finals of the London Breweries

Squash

contest as he took top spot in the veterans

partners - had offices on the south side of New

Square

floor eating English food, drinking orange

squash

a corridor with an uneven floor under the
out of Woolworth glasses and playing
Monopoly

Merchant-Ivory films. There was nothing

squalidly

European about him. He was imperial in

almost into the vault. The roof is vaulted in

square

bays in stellar pattern, as are also the

draw was organised, the prize being twenty

square

Thornliebank. His hobbies include ski-ing,

squash

yards of carpet, chosen by the winner from
and tennis. SCOTT STRUTHERS After
obtaining

choropleth map are listed below. The numbers in

square

brackets are NOT part of the GIMMS command

ranging in size from a few hectares to 40 000

square

kilometres. Like other models, its use

out. Perfectly okay with me.' The adjutant

squinted

muzzily through the cigarette smoke. `Look

' `Never heard of him. Not in this

squadron.

! He picked up his bottle and tramped away

administration in the grandstand. Goshawk

Squadron

drifted in by twos and threes. Some had

demonstrating the techniques of unarmed combat to a

squad

of young men and women. It was obvious

George thrust his spear into the belly of a

squirming

dragon, and on another St. Catherine was

Sciences), Schools Liaison Office, 57 George

Square

, Edinburgh EH8 9JU or telephoning 031 650

Address: William Robertson Building, 55 George

Square

, Edinburgh EH8 9JY Telephone: 031

Ruth M. Jonathan Address: 55 George

Square

, Edinburgh EH8 9JU Telephone: 031

crept across to beside the Master's head and

squatted

there, clutching his knees, waiting for

into a courtyard as spacious as any market

square

. The courtyard was overlooked by the lancet

walls. Swarf hobbled over. His body

squelched

as he moved. The khthons held on

him met his end at the hands of the firing

squad

. The punishment was statutory, death by

herself looking down the length of her legs,

squinting

through the V-shape of her feet at the

be a hundred on the run by now.' He

squared

up to me. `These people are not funny

when a dybbuk is in residence. Squabble,

squabble

, squabble. A right little pedant she can

Lithuania. 22 So while the Apostate's

squaring

the circle with the last of Gittel's breed

head has not said anything. Keith

squirms

in his seat. The chair is too small, of

supplied McAllister with the damp towelling

squares

, and she alternately wiped Effie's forehead

with her embroidery: I put them in the hard

square

leather case. They weren't there when I

giggle too much while small crowish birds

squawk

strange somethings in the swamp bit. We

working in a shop.' Midas, in Sloane

Square

, sells exclusive designer fashionwear making

FALKLAND ISLAND BLUES. Two young, fit

squaddies

desperately need the help of any females

) Organised team games like soft-ball or

squash

hold small attraction even if there was

bet that there will be a public spending

squeeze

(sooner rather than later), with defence

carried out by BP and covered an area of 2040

sq

km - equivalent to 10 North Sea licence

imposed against China after the Tiananmen
CARIBBEAN HONDURAS BASIC DATA Area:
112,088

Square

massacre. After his talks with Li, Maude

sq

km (incl. inland water). Population: 5,103,772

privatize state companies. The liquidity

squeeze

(predicted to affect only 10 per cent of

was endorsed by Yazov in a speech in Red

Square

. Yeltsin's election as Russian President

CARIBBEAN GUYANA BASIC DATA Area: 214,969

sq

km. Population: 799,000 (1988). Capital

EUROPE ITALY BASIC DATA Area: 301,277

sq

km. Population: 57,470,000 (1988). Capital

the donors' view that the government was

squandering

resources on the civil war. Agreement

those who wish to widen their horizon of

squash

in a sociable atmosphere there is:

WORLD BAHRAIN BASIC DATA Area: 691,200

sq

km. Population: 458,000 (1987). Capital

social structure to prevent five tax avoiders

squeezing

through a loophole. If Professor Wheatcroft

soon fixes that. Some lipstick, a quick

squirt

of Chanel and I'm ready. `You look

been told anyone is coming.' Creston's tic

squeezed

his eye into an especially prolonged wink

Chief Inspector Alan Green of the RUC Drugs

Squad

. `Thousands of people pass through

personalities Colm O'Rourke has rejoined the

squad

after a 10 month absence. Finalists

over 400 Ireland caps between them. Ulster

squad

: Mark Burns, John McKee, Kyle Thompson

had forced open the doors of the lift and

squeezed

through a narrow 11in gap in a bid to jump

featured garden is situated in the town

square

in Bray in Co Wicklow and is an excellent

Medical Healthcare and Holistic Healthcare.

Squad

has been investigating her activities in

Lomax's life. Jerking the trigger instead of

squeezing

it with a steady pressure, meant the gun

there was a hollowness within the two-foot

square

, compared to the area around it.

him just above his right hip, instead of

square

in the groin, but its force knocked him

concentrated on keeping the big amber-eyed beast

squarely

to his fore, banishing from his mind the

the coal houses, just about er four foot s

square

. Well that's where we used to play cards

the IRA, exploded in Dillons, Trafalgar

Square

, early on Wednesday morning. The

Salvador's one-third (approximately 150

sq

km) included most of the disputed pocket

ASIA - PACIFIC NIUE BASIC DATA Area: 259
CARIBBEAN BAHAMAS BASIC DATA Area:
13,939

sq

km. Population: 2,100 (1989). Capital:

sq

km. Population: 247,000 (1988). Capital

- CARIBBEAN ARUBA BASIC DATA Area: 193

sq

km. Population: 62,365 (1989). Capital:

participated in the execution by firing

squad

costs. AMERICAS NICARAGUA Area: 120,254
AMERICAS ST CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS Area:
261

sq

of six Ukrainian Jews in July 1941.
km. Population: 3,900,000 (1990 UNFPA
estimate

sq

km. Population: 41,000 (1989 World Bank

1991. AMERICAS SURINAM Area: 163,265

sq

km. Population: 436,000 (1989 World Bank

were in Acre (9,706 sq km), Amapa (4,817

sq

km) and Rondonia (2,046 sq km). A

24 over 100,000 people rallied in Manezh

Square

in support of Yeltsin. CPSU appointments

March 3. AFRICA ANGOLA Area: 1,246,700

sq

km. Population: 9,694,000 (1989 World Bank

Sweden. AFRICA BURUNDI Area: 27,834

sq

km. Population: 5,299,000 (1989 World Bank

RELATIONS AFRICA MOZAMBIQUE Area: 799,380

sq

km. Population: 15,357,000 (1989 World

37910]. AFRICA SWAZILAND Area: 17,363

sq

km. Population: 761,000 (1989 World Bank

Kenyan authorities for violent action against

squatters

and against nomadic Somali communities

allegations of police excesses and assassination

squads

were among those removed. Boipatong

islands. It includes a land area of 400,000

sq

of several hundred (mainly west Berliner)

squatters

Trusteeship, which encompassed almost 5,000,000

sq

km and an ice-shelf of 330,000 sq km. Apart
from 13 apartment buildings in the
Friedrichshain
km of the western Pacific, had been
administered

rally of 200,000 people on Aug. 20 on Palace

Square

. Reaction elsewhere in RSFSR Reaction

Commemoration by US representatives of Tiananmen

Square

massacre Three US members of Congress

Austria… EUROPE ALBANIA Area: 27,393

sq

km. Population: (1990 UNFPA est.). Capital

14-21. EUROPE SWEDEN Area: 449,964

sq

km. Population: 8,400,000 Capital: Stockholm

EUROPE UNITED KINGDOM Area: 244,103

sq

km. Population: 57,200,000 (1990 UNPFA

of pro-democracy activists in Tiananmen

Square

, Beijing [see pp. 36720-22]. After three

the FMLN's claim that it controlled 5,000

sq

km of territory - a quarter of the country

end to all covert operations including hit

squad

who, he said, was" dictatorial, nepotist,

squandering

activity; (ii) the disarming of special
public money". Koty had been Defence
Minister

islands an exclusive economic zone of 8,700

km (3,600 sq miles), about a quarter of

with 0.5 tonnes in the Third World. 2.

sq
SQUANDER
ING

didn't.' Oliver's mouth opened wide and

square

in a terrible howl. `Shut up - someone

by the Chinese, the butchers of Tiananmen

square

, to expedite the return of, or to remove

the home market. Inward Investment Mr.

Squire

To ask the Secretary of State for Trade

their destinations.' How does she

square

her answer to my hon. Friend with her letter

Yorkshire. Seven-year-olds (Testing) Mr.

Squire

over-recruited? Will he confirm that that

squadron

To ask the Secretary of State for Education
will continue to enjoy old and new
opportunities

dragged it out of its corner in the garage,

squeezed

it between his Vauxhall Viva estate car

story-book sight in prospect, her hot hand

squeezing

the scone in her pocket, she followed the

man, perhaps at the thin, wavering line of

squares

which seemed to hang in the air over the

but although it was apparent the line of

squares

itself was merely an image, on its surface

the lower ranks occupied, and it didn't

square

at all with the continual excuses the seneschal

And John-William closed his eyes again,

squeezing

them tight shut to force back the painful

typical, offering a floor area of c. 400

sq

. m (4350 sq. ft) and containing one room

penis; she asks him what he has there - a

squirrel

, is the answer; does she want it? - yes

to the blunt world of crude speech as the

squirrel

enters the girl's con to seek from her

the main hallway. The house was built in a

square

, with a broad staircase sweeping up into

`Are there any secret passages?' Moodie

squeaked

. Catesby glanced despairingly at

sat down in the mud and dirt. The Colossus

squatted

down next to me. I glimpsed a broad, cheery

In patients over 50, the median maximum

squeeze

pressure was 167 cm water (range 68- 240

, during the course of oesophagitis, the

squamous

columnar junction is displaced proximally

may be continued by following any closing

square

bracket with a minus sign (as shown in

considered to be full, in the range 1 to 100.

Squeeze

(%) (Mandatory Input/Display Field) The

can be used before it is considered for

squeezing

, in the range 1 to 100. Squeezing is a

manometry, they showed an isolated alteration of

squeeze

duration without any impairment of internal

to training was associated with improved

squeeze

duration in our patients, but increased

ENERGY The US has just 6% of the world

nervosa and they carry the risk of being

squeezed

out by the increasingly technological emphasis

are superficial or doubtful. de Gaulle is

squeezed

in as suffering from `terminal grandiosity

headed windows and either semi-circular or

square

headed door openings with sloping sides

Doric pillars and the Piazza D'Oro or Golden

Square

. Leading from the Library, the visitor

how to construct a circular form upon a

square

one. Early Christian Architecture

decoration is Byzantine. In plan it is nearly

square

- 109 by 92 feet. The exterior is uninteresting

council policy. In the short term, the

squabble

was resolved, although the seriousness

just inside the door, and for a moment he

squeezed

his eyes tight, the whiles giving quiet

across the room stepping on to grunting and

squirming

bodies. `Get off there.' `Who

Cornelius turned it to Tuppe. Tuppe gave it a

squint

and then took a peep past the tall boy's

hundredweight of heavy water, groaned and

squeaked

its way through the lorries, cars and refugees

coffee,' I added maliciously. `I'll

squat

threaten to hand over the negatives to the City

Squad

here, man. Less aggro.' He unzipped
or the Stock Exchange or its watchdog
committee

right position, take a breath and gently

squeeze

the trigger; it was up and bang, and with

lawcourts, infirmaries, boulevards, the

squares

. I kept going up and down steps in search

looked at him. `That surprises me.' Huy

squared

his shoulders. How could he explain his

it, murmuring louder and louder with the

of gulls cutting shrilly across the regular

tiny glass bead in the door, one of those

squeals
squintthrough

definitely wasn't in bed! Then she

squinted

upwards, and saw Julius looking down at

Lettice came crashing back through the woods,

squealing

that they had seen Humphrey and Janet and

gone. It was dry and light to the touch.

Squeezing

her fist together she crumbled it into

overshadowed her. She was suffocating, it was

squashing

her, pinning her to the ground. She could

the time by moving from the Temple to Peel

Square

- not a formidable job, for it required

Stavanger house was on the south side of the

square

, nearest the river, and an alleyway beside

the Post Office to the library across the

square

round the corner to school home Good-bye

in that square were lots of other smaller

squares

of teeth. " This is Marion," Sue

soft body right up to mine and seemed to

squirm

with pleasure. I nearly fainted.

which, in the words of Scotland Yard's drugs

chief was" fortified almost as well as

contains all kinds of money-making ideas. Fruit

squad
squashmakers

Spotting eye problems When is a squint not a

squint

? Should your child wear glasses? Penny

cross-eyed when she isn't. But a constant

squint

in a baby under three months indicates

three commonly used test programs: sawtooth,

square

wave and sinusoidal. Such programs may

to stop the cheque - until my father came

squealing

on to the line. He got his money, after

Later they will hold a rally in Trafalgar

Square

. Stuart Flinders has this report. Coaches

in their funnel they used to have erm a

square

and in halves that used to be a blue and

this Company's activities and a new 25,000

square

foot facility has been built at Musaffah

the model for `Girl with a Squint' had her

squint

corrected, the artist is reported as having

painting. `Good heavens,' he said softly,

squatting

down to peer closely at the canvas, `that

Durrant is delighted to be included in the

squad

Arsenal's David Seaman, into the England

squad

, but don't look for him playing from the
. KEN CHARLERY BATTLE OF THE GERS
ALLAN

The £200,000 French chopper, nicknamed The

Squirrel

, is the same as the one Clint owns back

white pixels that are packed into every

square

inch of laser output. The PostScript

disc that Rincewind had noticed before,

squinted

at its unseen face for a moment, muttered

devices where you check the daily rapist

Kia-ora are again backing the week, providing

could be absolutely no comparison between a

squirrel

and the girl sitting before him, clasping

listened carefully, and then he heard a strange

squeaking

noise. It came from the corner of the room

brightly lit bar on the other side of the

square

. Then his cold hand released hers. Left

and get three or four bottles of orange

squash

, that would save me tomorrow. they'll still

in Viet Nam. Then she looked the German

squarely

in the eye. `A whole nation does not have

pursuit of criminals. Bowyer was a short,

squat

man with very little hair and a cheery

knew they would, yet she still couldn't

squash

her silly pride. Not only had Ryan ruined

held at irregular intervals at 24 Russell

Square

. This was what today would be described

place by generous dollops of mousse and

squirts

of spray. Belinda knew it would probably

his tent at the two dark cowled figures

squatting

there. `We go south again. There

the cornerstone of client server solution.

SQL

Server as we said is well proven technology

book and put it in the letter press and

squeeze

it Archimedes theory of a screw and this

will never hear this, to get in there and

squeeze

her. In the strong room. Yeah. But er then

immediately attached to the Mediterranean

Squadron

. In 1885 a landing party from the ship's

GROUND THEIR small engines sound like a

squadron

of amplified hornets and the planes are

also a two storey building of around 12,500

square

feet and contains extensive autocatalyst

itself to be blown off course by the recent

squalls

. When I write again in twelve months' time

November 1990 and January 1991 by death

squads

linked to the Armed Forces. Some of the

develop power in the upper body muscles Kick

squats

work the muscles of the upper leg. Combine

be otherwise, when I have an almost tame

squirrel

that happily hops about the borders when

typewriter towards him and began to type again,

squinting

down at his friend s tiny handwriting.

bow-legged and with a rubbery face that

squirmed

in on to his toothless gums as he chewed

french windows. The back garden was a small

square

of lawn bordered by rhododendrons which

thought the kind of man who would try to

squeeze

a shilling into a pound by whatever means

for women to raise sagging bottoms. Front

squats

also place more emphasis on the quadriceps

Liverpool; Ricci, 8 Hood St, Newcastle, 2 Hunter

Square

, Edinburgh Katharine Hamnett Hermes Nick

laburnums. The moon lay in the tree-tops like a

squashed

Gouda in a dish of broccoli. With tomato

well.' I fell down thankfully in the

squidgy

chair and drank some tea while he hovered

what to do.' The fingers on her wrist

squeezed

harder. `Don't you understand? There

and there up Cliveden Place. Eaton

Square

itself presented a different scene, if

crockery in the kitchen, her walking-frame

squeaking

over the lino as she pushed it about.

life when Nanny gave him a few drops of gin

squeezed

from a wad of cotton-wool. She was very

The Buxton Springs are surrounded by 550

square

miles of spectacular natural landscape.

suitable for this purpose, covering many

square

yards once they become established.

Short: Tennis Sport Page 37 Sport in Short:

Squash

Sport Page 37 Sport in Short: Speedway

trialists were whittled down to a 16-man

squad

to face Essex at Forest on 5 November.

shabby but tidy yard laid round a gravelled

square

, with a large indoor school - looking not

gritted his teeth and willed himself to stay

squarely

in the saddle. `Keep your hands down

indigestion. Nails laughed then. He

squatted

down in the straw looking at the foal,

some honourable exceptions) avoid facing up

squarely

to the role of expansion of the money supply

weather was starting to turn hostile, with

squalls

of rain bursting from fast-moving clouds

These fall back to earth as soft,

squishy

pancakes which pile up closely round the

complaints. `She needs grommets!' Elinor would

squawk

, pointing at her daughter in the gloom

sheets. Then he saw something better. In a

square

, steel tray at the back of the desk was

vicoli , which spread out from the tiny

square

, no more than a broadening of the road

certain squeeze. Wilson did not presume to

squeeze

back. She suddenly felt in a great hurry

splinters of fine porcelain - she was afraid to

squeeze

them for fear they might snap. But now

show me an altar used in the Penal Days. We

squelched

across the field, finally reaching the

said. `And I wanted to live it. Not just as

squeaky

clean, boring Ewan Famber but as a man.

, 3, 1, 1 reflective series on a diamond

square

grid. A unit can be rotated and counterchanged

Islamic structures, linking a dome to a

square

base. These can be related to the master

corners are fixed and immoveable, then the

square

will appear to maintain its rigid shape

overlapping squares actually comprised one

square

and two L's. Bottom left : The Müller-Lyer

Square. How the association with Trafalgar

Square

developed I don't know. But the corso used

Popish Plot of 1681, produced only a minor

squall

. But almost immediately thereafter the

hobbling towards the door. The iron boot

squeaked

. `Come on, Tiptoe!' Grimes took his

veteran leg-spinner, has been called into the

squad

at the expense of Geoff Lawson, who took

included in the Wales Under-21 training

squad

in Cardiff on December 28-29. Steve

of the newly formed Spitalfields Trust,

squatted

in two derelict early Georgian houses in

did not want the council to discover the

squalid

conditions at her home in Bilsmoor Avenue

the country until the rallies in Wenceslas

Square

. When the distinguished writer Pavel Kohout

nothing. Certainly those who were in the

square

in 1387 hoping to see the completion of

fine, Baroque-domed church after which the

square

is named was built in 1602 on the site

Corso Italia. Go left to reach the small

square

of Piazza Sant' Eufemia, where across a

had to offer (Perlman 1976). Many of the

squatter

: Swimming Sport Page 28 Sport in Short:

Squash

settlements exhibit high levels of social
By JOHN DOUGRAY STAFFORD
MURRAY, 19 days

biggest venue to date, with more than 150,000

square

feet of space. The vast arched glass

eclipse the rest, we are back with Marmeladov

squinnying

into the bottom of his vodka jug; whereas

long, ¼in diameter, with slotted heads and

square

nuts. 3 Drill a hole just oversize

With two low-cost ICs, you can modulate a

square-wave

carrier's phase in direct proportion to

. There is no doubt now who controls the

square

. China's leaders have become so fearful

houses because of local concern about the

squatters

. The trust, which has lost £153,000

Harris. England's young and experienced

squad

lost 1-0 on Friday and yesterday, lost

turned left, then right, along another with

squeaky

floorboards. There were not so many lights

Baveno is a maze of narrow streets, small

squares

and traditional buildings. It also has

for active swimmers. Other species have

squat

whorls, the whole ammonoid being so tightly

habitat may have accompanied the rise of

squid

, sepioids, and octopods. Ammonoids

and are in essence sharks that have been `

squashed

' flat in response to life as rather sluggish

adhesive having been heated to melting point is

squeezed

out of the front nozzle. Corded, cordless

the saloon table. He had taken a couple of

square

inches of rock cocaine from wherever he

stands on the top of a hill. The village

square

has interesting market stalls selling local

crime should reflect its gravity.

Squatting

is nothing less than the seizure of another

is a prosperous Southern edition of the

squalid

Northern Industrial town. The failure to

as `absolute certain death' in a `suicide

squad

'. Of course he was then a half-trained

top class features… 41cm (15in) Flatter

Squarer

manager puts it: `I delegate till the pips

squeak

Tube with fashionable glass faceplate.
!' WHEN TO AVOID DELEGATION
Delegation

Midlands wing looked clear - Pears, who

squandered

possession and missed five kicks, could

bands, singers, dancers, and the alarmed

squeals

of a tethered pig. The message for the

United confident that his full-strength

squad

the first team. Ray Lewington has named a

squad

will not lose their way as they did last
of 14 although, he said, `in normal
circumstances

this weekend, as do the South. With their

squads

already chosen, the North, Midlands and

this weekend, as do the South. With their

squads

already chosen, the North, Midlands and

office space and 250 shops within 500,000

square

feet of retail area by 1997. So far

sq ft scheme (below), involving 900,000

sq

ft of flexible office space, 200,000 sq

Kemp with a simple opportunity. Iro

squandered

a couple of chances close to the line at

. Lyle one up. At the next they were all

square

when Lyle missed from three feet. A birdie

cease to be a non-playing member of the

squad

, Paul Gascoigne to be an unsolved riddle

But there had been no sign since Tiananmen

Square

that the Chinese had been in the least

Bolton full-backs moved up, Cowdrill passed

square

to Brown and a powerful long-range strike

the Palace defence, and Dennis is in their

squad

. Derby v Manchester City Derby could

his back for his next one-man show. He's `

squeaky

clean' - he gets high flying his own plane

Virgin is pronounced divine by priests with

square

Byzantine beards. Louis proves himself

decades. Participants said the city's main

square

was filled to capacity. Factory workers

Berlin yesterday, the packed row of people

on top of the Wall in the West was growing

someone like him. She did not even have any

squatting
squeamishnes
s

Earlier, in May 1939, No 602 (City of Glasgow)

Squadron

received its first spitfire, also becoming

too widespread to go down without a few

squawks

of protest. In Ireland last week, we were

motor-car. In 1907 he joined Straker

Squires

in Bristol and four years later teamed

Canning House, the institute in Belgrave

Square

that maintains good relations with Latin

Apart from being one of the smallest (225

square

miles) of the 11 national parks in England

was covered in pimples. In the distance a

square

of light flickered and I heard music swelling

becomes even more extraordinary. There are

square

miles of shifting, sinking sand where the

Sun-capped Dolomites and the distant roar and

squeal

of one of the works rally cars scrambling

Edmunds, laid a poppy wreath on behalf of the

squadron

. Belgian veterans also laid a wreath.

issue of Air Mail when I spotted that 406

Sqn

were having a 50th Anniversary Celebration

years ago, and it tells the story of 617

Sqn

after the dams raid had taken place. It

doing. He was obviously peeved that we'd

squared

it with the music teacher while he didn't

listening. When it was all over we all

squeezed

into Steve's van and drove up to Dingwalls

have frequently found themselves in a price

squeeze

, unable to offer a price high enough to

still densities were still only about 77 per

square

mile of cultivable land, or 3 hectares

total area, and densities rise to 100 per

square

kilometre. To the south of this zone, where

enough money, and that the manager doesn't

squeeze

the promoter's profit margin too much.

, allege the copy was given to the fraud

squad

to help its investigations into the successful

was his first private secretary, a former

squadron

leader in the RAF who had been equerry

bedroom. As it was difficult to convert the

square-ended

chancel into living accommodation and it

those who had most favoured the change start

squealing

. It hurts, you see. Thus has been

with the excuses given, it sends a `flying

squad

' of accountants to check it out.

leading mathematicians about his attempts to

square

the circle. He also engaged in open controversy

struggle between sensible men, trying to

squeeze

a pint of requirements into a half-pint

were sailed for the Gulf; the Amphibious

Squadron

left Bahrein for Kuwait with instructions

gelded, all changes have been marked with

square

brackets. What remains puzzling is

Normally the Japanese would have to accept the

squeeze

on profit margins resulting from higher

left over. He moved feebly, trying

over-specialised education. And he lamented the
endless

squeeze

on cash. The threat of nationwide

low of 4.9%, the central bank was quick to

squash

any hopes that it would lower interest

between Iranians and Arabs is mirrored in the

squabble

about whether the Gulf should be called

ideas on product development. The

squad

of operating managers that GE sends to

office space at a monthly rent of ¥5,000 per

square

metre ($40 a year per square foot) one-sixth

it all in, the design of orange and black

squares

. `I finished early and I called at

oceans' bountiful resources - methods such as

squid

jigging or tuna trolling which have a negligible

offshore, and covered an area of some 1140

square

km (500 square miles). When the Conservation

`I never see how they get the sales per

square

foot in these places,' Barton observed,

police Land Rover turned past McLeish's

squad

and their vans, and away back up to the

finished. He arrived at his desk,

squinted

at the offering tucked into his blotter

argument about their representation in a 32-man

squad

which is `stronger and better equipped'

with Baxter's father and grandfather.

SQUASH

Lord stays calm to spring upset By D J

rival should they meet later this year.

Squash

: Impatience halts Wapnick's run By D J

Gogh Mystery, Property, Weekend, 1 Canada

Square

, Canary Wharf, London E14 5DT. Property

p.c. to £16.9m and operating margins were

squeezed

from 11½ p.c. to 6½ p.c. as price competition

applied, followed by mopping or wet-vacuum or

squeegee

. 4. Pressure jetting followed by natural

marched up Strand Road, through Guildhall

Square

and via Shipquay Street to the Diamond.

is now commonplace; and inter-cropping of

squashes

and beans in maize fields is being introduced

her hand. She jumped back with a startled

squeak

, but Bridhe laughed; and then she saw the

style by Pacassi. On the far side of the

square

, the most attractive aspect of this façade

Giles, turn right and continue to the Little

Square

(Malé nám&ecaron;stí). In the 12C this

of graphic art. The N side of the

square

was redeveloped when the Josefov district

Corniche shot across two lanes of Sunset with a

squeal

of tyres. `Why the fucking hell should

noticed a gap in the wire through which he

squeezed

his vast height, leaving the crutches behind

could be quite morose. Pat Riley, large,

square

and solid, the sergeant-major who ruled

clearly regarded the group as a suicide

squad

, but laid on a slap-up meal. Reg Seekings

together and boarded the five Bristol Bombays,

squeezing

themselves into the fuselages among the

Squadron in three phases, specifying that the

squadron

would come under the command of the Eighth

some areas. It appears to be aimed

squarely

at what the Americans would call a `resort

symmetrical - some tubular, some round, and some

square

, with black and white patterns relieved

someone chopping wood. The two men, also

squatting

, are thrown flesh and bones which they

dental dams. A dental dam is a small

square

(about 5 x 5 inches) of latex rubber, the

bashing was combined with queer bashing,

squaddie

bashing, grease bashing and student bashing

York-style plaza, to be known as Mansion House

Square

. This new arrangement and the tall glass

unbottlenecked life cycle. Bottle-wrack reproduces by

squeezing

itself, every generation, through a single-celled

reproductive cells as the genes of the hosts -

squeezing

through the same bottleneck. And secondly

their territorial dominance, and Aston Villa

squeezed

into the third round by virtue of the early

Pulham (whose studio he took over in Berkeley

Square

when the latter went to Paris to become

individualists such as John Outram. At Paternoster

Square

minutes, cruised to an 11-2 victory.

Squash

, Lipton was involved in the competition
: Kenyon begins monkey business From
RICHARD

Jeff Hopkins has been recalled to the Welsh

squad

for the World Cup qualifier against The

olde-worlde buildings that have the Americans

squealing

with delight. Plenty have terraces from

price was that much redundant labour was

squeezed

out of industry, and unemployment rose

leisure experience includes playing badminton,

squash

or tennis wreathed in the fog of a hundred

were dead on arrival. 6. Twenty-nine

squirrel

monkeys arrived in Japan from Bolivia.

play area, adventure playground. MARKET

SQUARE

Northampton town centre Northampton's

gentrification. By 1987 the group's emphasis was

squarely

on dwelling conversions at market rates

core and seeds removed, cut into bite-sized

squares

1 red pepper 6 oz mushrooms, washed but

this place,' Anton said. He looked Parker

square

in his one good eye. `What dae ye think

seen than lost.' By 3 October Jones's

squadron

, now consisting, with its prizes, of five

through, take their fill and become unable to

squeeze

back, and so are forced to take up residence

AMV. Will the quest for corporate growth

squeeze

its culture and brand values? By Franny

there was a terrific spirit amongst the

squad

, which set the scene nicely for the season

bridge-shaped block. (Puts paint on the two

square

be remembered, however, that to describe

squares

base areas.) Look, it doesn't look like
, for example, as thick or thin is not
mathematically

The children then have the fun of

squeezing

themselves and toys inside the shelter

look in different directions. The

square

, window-type frame gives practice with

for the Olympic Games, the Olympic Racing

Squad

were due to fly to Florida last month for

. `This is the life?' Edward said,

squeezing

her gently. `What a day!' `We had

obstructions and each other. What we hear as

squeaking

is only the lower end of a sonic signal

with various foods. After eating a small

square

of chocolate he became very aggressive

was `nudged' randomly within its own grid

square

, so that the overall clustering was retained

knees-up, the fiddler, the man with the

squeezebox

or pipes. A disco with flashy strobe lighting

metre is Assignments 1 Calculate the

square

metreage or footage of the following rooms

and fewer still had received it. Two

squadrons

of Hessian hussars occupied the lower slopes

Mrs J. Franks of Charles Street, Berkeley

Square

; Countess Glengall, Lower Grosvenor Street

`That may be a nuisance in Grosvenor

Square

which would be none in Smithfield Market

stores will accommodate about 3,500,000

sq

ft of timber, or about 300,000 cub ft.

has had more than its fair share of the

squalor

of industrial inheritance. Built, physical

different trainers, and not one of them had a

squeak

. To make it worse, the Connor bitch was

and a strange female MD would come and `

squeeze

his balls and leave without saying a word

utensils. These are set around a cobbled

square

behind the 18th Century building. The main

Dover Castle. You can discover the great

square

keep, and enjoy the panoramic view from

illuminated floats process through the town.

Squibbing

displays provide a grand finale. Burnham

the patterned tiles cost around £64 per

square

yard and the plain white tiles around £50

forebears had done. Not for him the life of a
MARINELLO (FAR RIGHT) JOINS SCOTLAND'S
UNDER-23

squire
SQUAD

; not for him rain-swept, windswept Mayo
FOR THE GAME AGAINST ENGLAND IN
1970. HE

Dundee United and St Johnstone constantly

squabble

for supremacy. The rivalry between these

criterion for line-fitting is minimizing

squared

deviations from the line in the Y direction

seized by the army and right-wing death

squads

. Torture has been widely used by both security

estimated population densities for a 30 m

square

pixel for the two types of residential

the Simple model, has only 6.5 per cent of

squares

with absolute differences greater than

as sacred; and on the taller stone was a

square

patch whereon the remains of an inscription

with beer. To feed this demand the

squid

boats go out all year, sometimes as far

will form the tenth mine countermeasures

squadron

, based at Rosyth on the Firth of forth,

training and physical conditioning room, six

squash

courts, an eight-lane swimming pool and

which appeared as the sky lightened and the

squadron

started to return, making visibility difficult

good Summer.' `Can't come too soon for me,'

squeaked

the landlord. `What can I get you?'

sides of the central loading island in the

Square

, where for many years there was an ornamental

idea was dropped. The track and overhead in

Squires

Gate Lane was retained during the War to

1932. For using the St. Annes tracks in

Squires

Gate Lane, Blackpool had to pay a levy

. Ashover, Derbyshire MAP B A squat

square

chimney at Stone Edge, north-west of the

that violate conventional structural rules,

square

planar as opposed to tetrahedral four coordinate

eagles may defend a territory of up to 16

square

miles, living there in splendid detachment

' repertoire, while the running away and

squealing

has been taken from the escape repertoire

80,000 Molluscs (shellfish, octopuses and

squids

) 4,000 Echinoderms (starfish and sea-urchins

Stewart can be contacted at 56 Redcliffe

Square

, SW10 (01-370 5831). The address

the gentle curves of Art Nouveau and the

squares

and triangles of Art Deco and I think this

Stephen Conroy and I had the same tutor, Geoff

Squires

, and maybe he's a model for our life drawing

the Kremlin. Sadly, we had no time for Red

Square

. There are four types of package

member of the full British ladies biathlon

squad

. She is about to compete in the British

There's no way into the playground from the

square

and by the time you get round by the road

armour. More than one was caught by a pair of

squealing

newly set up by the Cypriot Police Narcotics

Squad

girls, who gleefully anointed them with
in a luxury three-bedroomed penthouse
apartment

has been appointed exclusive importer for

Squadron

Signal Publications for the UK and Ireland

said the other one. She got home to Kington

Square

at last, still grubby, very hungry, quite

Choice Soapy sat on a seat in Madison

Square

, New York, and looked up at the sky. A

she hardly knew, but Rose was looking her

squarely

in the eye as if demanding a response to

Dora put her expression to rights, even

squeezing

out a polite smile of thanks as he set

HAD BEEN keeping quiet. Tunney and Daine

squared

up to each other like the black-hat and

corner from the narrow street there was a

square

of handsome old houses. One of these was

derivational affixes: square it face ly (face it

squarely

) I've got a load of cook en chick ed (…

immobilize him. The double sweep 1: both fighters

square

off in the right stance. 2 The attacker

that's a function. Y maps to the positive

square

root of X, that's a function. Mm. But just

say we have erm something like, Y equals X

squared

. Mhm. Right. That's a function. Mhm. It

us plus twenty five, come back, take the

square

root, it'll give us plus five. Ignore the

, right? Mm. Then the inverse would be .

square

root of X Mhm. coming back. It doesn't

multiplying it by minus one. Mm. as the

square

root of minus one. And that's the, that

. You, you get used to the idea that all

squares

must be positive, so a negative number

just two squared would be four. And ten

squared

? A thousand. And ten squared is? Ten s

table. In the shade of the buildings on the

square

, he began walking to the station. The train

accurately to ensure that the pleats not only lie
OF BROWN. THE FIRST AUTOMATIC
(HYDRAULIC

squarely
SQUEEGEE

on top of each other when the blind is
) MACHINE HOUSED IN THE `NEW SHED'
AT CARNO

pictorial problems. For instance, in the

squatting

`demoiselle' Picasso had dislocated and

the Marylebone Cricket Club at its Dorset

Square

venue. Thenceforth he played many games

when David died 9 October 1964 at Gordon

Square

, London. [Personal knowledge.] Eryl

1818, being buried at St George's, Hanover

Square

, where the burial register notes that he

and in 1818 added a chapel of ease. Orme

Square

, developed between 1823 and 1826, was named

antiquary, was the eldest son of Edmund Le

Squyer

(third son of George Squyer), later rector

. At Miss Moore's day school at Hereford

Square

, Kensington, he was taught by Daniel Barron

marriage. Winnicott died at home, 87 Chester

Square

, London, 25 January 1971. [Clare Winnicott

had been living in grinding poverty in a

squalid

tenement, he had to emigrate in 1903 to

she was back in London, living in Panton

Square

near the Haymarket with her husband, Edward

access to all. Ethnic minority groupings,

squatters

and welfare rights workers, for example

molluscs with large brains such as octopus or

squid

. Aplysia may be a special case because

and isn't that the way of Druids to be so

squashing

. ' `I wouldn't have come,' said the soldier

?' `Not very much.' She paused and

squinted

at him. `Who killed Graham Mills and why

mixed with the available evidence - and then

squeeze

a confession from the suspect. He hated

were ending lately; with the heating of the

squares

and the terrible screaming of the victims

Ardamal prompted from the far side of the

squalid

, duralinium-lined bunkroom. `You had thirty

raised to the power . Three equals sine U

squared

. Okay? Right, can you take it from there

or was it known at all, for an apprentice

squad

to start off as apprentices like you start

he divvied up the money between Mm. the

squad

. Well that practice did go on for a long

grand, three-storeyed town-house in Ascot

Square

, just off Addison Road, and working at

sloppy,' he breathed to himself. He

squeezed

inside the little cupboard. Really must

the opening doubles, Control Shift right

square

bracket for the closing doubles. For single

Radulfus, and a sharp glance at his two

squires

, who understood him at the lift of an eyebrow

entrance foyer on the main road behind the

square

was barred and boarded and papered over

was still moving, the blue-black automatic

squat

and ugly in his fist. It might have been

than the family had ever been since the

squandering

of the fortune made in the service of the

industrial towns, of poverty, bad housing and

squalid

environments. Its conclusions repeated

hospital wing. The grille was about a foot

square

. `It's one of the vents over the

omelette as casually and thoughtlessly as the

squirrel

who had moved off to eat nuts in a different

… and now, with one last deeply horrible

squawk

, his face was dragged completely into the

be with you.' He said nothing, just

squeezed

her arm to let her know it was all right

trooper counted as twenty or more ordinary

squaddies

. Be safe, Billie. Stay with the traffic

in East Sheen and a town house at Queen's

Square

, and to consider retiring from business

in as much Contribution as possible per

square

metre. Lines that fail to meet minimum

design of the place very much. It had a nice

square

kitchen with one long window and a little

with, and this year's explosion in grey

squirrel

numbers seems to have put paid to the few

troops opened fire on demonstrators in Jhaleh

Square

in South Teheran. Hundreds were killed

Teheran" because of the massacre of Jaleh

Square

. He was reckoned to be one of the officers

of landing to get to my room. It was big,

square

room with a polished floor and a high ceiling

listened with rapt attention'… then… `Woodford

Square

roared its approval, and the roar was heard

climaxing with the Christmas Day firing

squad

for Romania's Ceausescus. Last spring Nelson

has now risen to around 11:1 and if the

squeeze

goes on could go even higher. The

red line meandering across pavements and

squares

. This is the brainchild of the local tourist

m, 3 m and 4 m widths, about £18.50 per

sq

m, Forbo-Nairn Furniture: Cast-iron butterfly

m and 4.57 m widths, it costs £35.95 per

sq

m Accessories: Blue glass Ittala vase,

had planning permission for only 11,000

sq.ft.

, and it stood on ancient water ponds that

Then there are the eyeshadow compacts with

squares

of immaculate, untouched shades - except

big safe, y'know the type I mean, a big

square

box that was on this big slab of polished

founded in the 9th century. Visit the Durbar

Square

with its temples overlooked by the Palace

really cannot justify repacking them and

squirrelling

them away for another 40 years. So

to meet his upcoming knee. There was the

squashing

noise of bone meeting flesh as the Spaniard

some families, but not others, lived in

squalor

on incomes which, although low, were
sufficient

explained. Traditional accounts place the blame

squarely

on Gloucester's shoulders, assuming in

If all else fails, you may be forced to

squat

in unoccupied property. This is not to

feet, centimetres or millimetres, but the

square

inch (in 2 ) and square metre (m 2 ) are

established the existence of a negative power of a

square

non-singular matrix. In general, any square

the column &formula; makes this vanish.

Squaring

it, we obtain a null matrix, so that &formula;

involved. We shall here partition it into four

square

submatrices, each of order 2. In this simple

is satisfied by q. This suggests that the

square

matrix in it is doubly degenerate and that

probability distributions of B are given by the

squares

of moduli of two such wavefunctions. If

called probability amplitudes (p. 88). The

squares

of their moduli give the actual probabilities

military and government personnel. The

squadron

, which moved to Uplands in 1955, has over

career in politics as leader of the Jacobite

squires

in the House of Commons; his younger brother

Bigwig, it recovered itself and faced him

squarely

. Silver stopped short in fear and the crow

in some other place have been wise, were

squeezed

under the terrible weight of the warren

forces dominate an area of approximately 350

square

km around the Guazapa Volcano, only some

sawk could be associated with law, saw,

squawk

, etc. 4 Invite as many different spellings

the clock seemed very loud indeed. Patrick

squirmed

beneath his mother's scrutiny, her gaze

remained. Then she was driven back to the

squat

, where she spent all afternoon putting

the West End, practically none from the

squares

of the New Town, and very few from outlying

, success rates for area or for counting

squares

from knowledge of familiar shapes such as"

square

fell to between 35-65 per cent for the
" to the more complex ones such as"
parallelogram

, i.e." a cube" may be referred to as" a

square

squares will go round a line of 50 unshaded

squares

", or a pyramid as a" triangle". This does
', implicitly suggested the use of a
generalization

significant:" Whatever number of unshaded

squares

you have to go round, limes the number

Martin and my mother squabbling. Or not

squabbling

. We can watch them through the window.

the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the

squares

on the other two sides). The variable

. Miriam was smiling down at it while it

squirmed

and stretched, screwing up its tiny face

in consequence and not unreasonably, sea

squirts

. Underwater, the difference between them

ancestral? Was it a creature like a sea

squirt

which gave rise to the more mobile lancelet-like

past. What about you? Hiding away in this

squalor

, trying to forget what happened in Honduras

far too much they don't sit at table but

squat

around a fire; they all share the same

would run the risk of the foetus copying a

squirrel

and refusing to leave the uterus. The same

Logon to user-id OPERATOR . Type ATT 580

SQLWSET

181 . The following message should

following: Type DISC . Logon to user-id

SQLWSET

. Load next sequential NEWOED database

north-west, while Leo has almost gone; the

Square

of Pegasus has come into view in the east

later this year. Condyloma acuminatum and

squamous

papilloma of the palate Editor , - Zaid

pretentious sectarianism have between them

squeezed

out everything else. Art no longer appeals

had ever done about five and a half metres

square

. The picture could be executed by a company

Christian Meditation Media, 23 Kensington

Square

, London W8 5HN, UK. Telephone and fax (

located in Karl Marks Prospekt, facing Red

Square

, has some 2,400 students and a full time

lightning speed, with drastic simplifications,

Squirrell

delighted in working with extremely precise

veteran Ray Ranson will fill the gap. The

squads

MAN CITY: Coton; Ranson, Phelan, Reid

deep wells and plenty of colour. Once the

squeezed

out colour dried (I left it overnight),

South America. Poverty huddles in corners or

squats

by pitiful displays of chocolates long

farmyard, loudly alive with the grunting and

squealing

of pigs in their sites. On the site

and still revolves around the old church

square

. Hotels shelter discreetly among refreshing

: Single room £6.25. The Alba - set on a

square

Citalia VALUE At the Firenze, Bisanzio

Echo, that's copied. One ahead.' X

squinted

along the finals leg. She knew where the

premier position at the head of Regency

Square

. Seven of our twenty rooms have a wonderful

all claimants potential suspects. Special

squads

were set up in 1976 against what the Daily

as a result." The Special Claims Control

squads

also harass women directly by threats that

Good! That's terrific! I got one of those

square

seats. A square seat? Were they square?

doing it. one er just one more different er

square

arrangement of tiles . Why want more? That

it's really small. Which is basically a

square

with a middle, and it's just got C P C

that the squat? No that doesn't look like a

squat

. Have we passed it Dan? Oh yeah We need

say cos squared three X. Right Erm cos cos

squared

three X yeah okay. ow don't don't try it

Right three X to the power seventeen plus X

squared

all to the power five. Right. Now could

Y equals X squared I could do Y equals U

squared

. That's what I was about to head for. Okay

half some constant let's call it G Mhm. T

squared

plus C T plus some other constant erm say

mathematician and you're sort of saying cos

squared

is well erm you know if I integrate that

does No. come out will be really sort of

squirting

out. But not much water will get through

you know we had Brian's mum Well you just

squeeze

Two B little two with a C after it. Two B

squared

it . in the afternoon so we went out in
C? What? Show me. What G seven? Two B
squared

Mary and Child. It was about eight inches

square

and framed in black teak. He took the portrait

per cent in 1967. Public sector wages were

squeezed

tighter still, and in four years fell 9

there. Yeah I seem, I You know Rushmore

Square

? seem to remember that. Yeah. Mm. That's

asked to show the, the modules of Z one

squared

is two times the modules of Z two squared

squared plus one squared, cos when I've

squared

it, it gets rid of the square root, which

so the two times is two times, well two

square

is four plus that, , that is that . Right

sides, so sixteen minus thirty nine equals

square

this out under A squared, plus two give

two, two, five minus B to the four, cos B

squared

have B squared, multiply B square and I

minus three, plus I'll minus the square in B

square

, sixteen strand , minus four times the

Where's that one then? Erm, you know Albert

Square

? Yeah. Well it's in Brazenall Street, it

home with the, a group, when I went to see

Squeeze

. And it were a good group, I wanted to

what I was standing on there it's a bit of

squashed

carrot. Three pounds of bananas. Pound

Basically. love don't want that pound back

squirm

. Oh god piece of paper now. no diamond

open this all out it's a huge great er Yeah

squares

yeah, well, you know, these even if you

we used to get up in the morning and just

squeeze

them squeeze them and bits of ice fresh

did she use to do to you? . She used to

squash

me. Touch wood I wouldn't get as fat as

D'Oliveira, whose inclusion in an England

squad

originally led to sporting isolation for

A-level passes coupled with the financial

squeeze

on some universities the competition for

from the Royal Army Ordnance Corps bomb

squad

were called in. They dug out about half

be a time of celebration when the market

square

at Stow was filled by a Fun fair aswell

a youth and was comforting him. Then he

squeezed

my hand and said' Dad'. Voice over

the source of claims that Loyalist death

squads

are operating in Ulster. Arafat ready

licence empty council properties out to
DESCHAMP/Camp Doctor BENOIR
D'ANSEMBOURG/Aid Worker

squatters

are denounced as way off beam. Female
Ldr BOB ILLETT Gp Cpt DAVID ADAMS
Wing

Sq

can play his favourite sports football and

squash

Spokesman Chief Supt JAMES McKAY/Tayside Police

Sqdn

. JACQUIE BEDDOW Arrests after James
Ldr GRAEME YOUNG/Speaking in March
RAF

last year officers from the regional crime

squad

began keeping observations on the trio.

Alan Mullally into the hands of backward

square

after making just 11. Leicester,

with Charlton after failing to join the

squad

for the game in Albania two weeks ago,

three quarters of the game the home side

squandered

pilots (from left), Flt Lt Matthew Cameron,

Sqd

numerous chances. The Ballynahinch
Ldr Noel Curry DFC, Sqd Ldr Winder
McConnell

and he would be a useful addition to the

squad

.' Glentoran need to defeat Larne

has built up on paper one of the strongest

squads

in the league, but on the pitch they seem

Manchester, to contact them. Murder

squad

detectives, led by Detective Superintendent

Division Two Deeside were also without a full

squad

but came fourth at Crewe and now lie sixth

Australian rugby authorities for banning Aussie

squad

members from playing overseas in the 1994-95

Woolworths. Inside the store in Clayton

Square

yesterday, bargain hunters picked over

and place a beach ball between your knees.

Squeeze

the ball as many times as possible. 4.

squarer, which means I'm sure that becomes

squarer

. He's gone to bowl in the deep mid wicket

put X squared in first. Mm. So we've got X

squared

, and then we're gonna put in two X. That

hairy. But you may Whatever, Mm. if you

square

a number you're gonna get a positive answer

give you a plus every time. So if end up

squaring

a number and get a negative answer you've

Foest of Dean alone, an estimated 5,000

squirrels

are poisoned each summer and another 800

's yuppy; swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi,

Squash

Court and Gymnasium. The tennis courts

Back home she was in Canada's national

squad

Bereavement Care, Foyle Branch, 9 Crawford

Square

. But now she's studying at Oxford
or by telephoning 262941 between 9.30am1.30pm

killings in the last week by loyalist death

squads

in Belfast and four petrol-bomb attacks

has ordered the draining of six thousand
FETHIYE/Turkey WORCESTER Det Insp MIKE
COWLEY/Fraud

square

miles of marshland - an ecological disaster

Squad/West

Mercia Police SARA IRONSIDE/Co-Trustee

Striking out: NALGO members opposed to the pay

squeeze

came to London for a rally Benefits Agency

was a member of the 560 kilo class England

squad

that won the title in Wales, beating teams

square of the current, both meters have a

square-law

output scale and, following calibration

Dulwich for his fine efforts in organising the

squash

competition. In addition, it would be nice

could hold. Meanwhile in the overcrowded,

squalid

base hospitals, those who had survived

to call on seven members of last year's

squad

when they start their defence of the ESFA

terms for all three units start at £3 per

square

foota rent-free period for selective tenants

will convey them from there to Hamilton

Square

station. There will also be a bus

Irish squad and Nevin with the Scottish

squad

, they've got two top international players

opportunity to add Neil James to their 18 man

squad

. Neil another doctor is a promising centre

payout of £130. Pole Punch bread and

squatts

worked a treat for Derek Bibby (Complete

traditional magic about that gunpowdery whiff, the

squeals

of delight as the cracker breaks open,

success. He said: `This is the best

squad

we've had since we re-formed the club a

store, due to open in November, with 65,000

sq

ft of sales area and parking for 1,300

transcription showing glottalisation is given in

square

brackets). - One-consonant phoneme occurring

're the emergency phones, it's the little

square

sort of socket-like thing above most of

18 team versus Sweden. Member Irish Elite

Squad

. First-year student, Business Law.

there's the petrol, there was no, well a

squeeze

on petrol, you know, you'd perhaps had

we came out into a side door into the old

square

. I don't know what happened to the front

? Yes it was a big, it was a square, big

square

room and er we were all young people up

had to use the ground spare from another

squadron

, they couldn't go on the mission. Well

construction starts early next year, with Friar's

Square

Mark Two ready for business in spring 1991

their shacks, the women of this illegal

squatter

community stripped to the waist. But their

our cities. And as the pressure mounts,

squatters

are encroaching on what was once idyllic

score more points than if he covers the

square

with the nine. So it will matter then to

London you see. I know. Mommy? Have you seen

square

inch Mommy, please can we just do him?

Alison Ramsay (Western Klick Photopoint) is

squeezed

out by two Hyndland players at Peffermill

trigger outbreaks of mass aerobics and the odd

square

dance. To revert to the afflicted

to take their side agonisingly close to

squaring

the series after a humiliating innings

storming the chancery building in the main

square

, he looked out of the window to see the

Scott is a valuable member of my first-team

squad

who readily fills in whenever someone like

is that we have to pick our best possible

squad

to win Tests - and that's something which

The worrying point is that the England

squad

had never been so well prepared generally

all the members of Scotland's impromptu

squad

to face Germany when he railed against

they must now be regretting all those lost

square

yards they could be selling). The

Britain placed one day's rubbish in Trafalgar

Square

, the pile would reach up to Nelson's feet

part of Scotland's European championship

squad

eight months ago. Neither Stuart

member of the Scotland Under-18

squad

, Nisbet, a PE instructor in the RAF, made

cool three million dollars - and the hit

squads

are alert and patient. True, the man made

might have succeeded in taking the same

squad

to safety. Corden's third appointment

Bulger, for a further 36 hours. Murder

squad

detectives can hold and question the boys

warlord's militia controlled less than a

square

mile of the city. Earlier, a UN spokesman

Queen for approval, said Mr Rifkind.

Squadrons

which took part in the conflict will be

midway between Forfar and Dundee, stands

squarely

in the path of a new section of dual carriageway

shortly be moving from Dalkeith to a 20,000

sq

ft facility at Livingston. IMS has

purist Islamic state. People in the

square

outside the museum panicked and ran when

Musical false alarm on bomb A BOMB disposal
commemorate both RAF and Canadian Air Force
bomber

squad
squadrons

was called to blow up a suspect suitcase
which flew from RAF Leeming in North
Yorkshire

long stay car parks Nun's Close and Yorke

Square

, both in Richmond, rear of Leyburn Market

De Klerk's reforms, then we are back to

square

one. `We do hope Mr De Klerk gets

on and sort out the bus chaos, the market

square

and look at pedestrianising other areas

aeroplane flight. She took to the skies with

Sqn

Ldr Dick Coles from RAF Dishforth and raised

silhouetted by the sun. The noise of mallards

squabbling

minded me of work and on my way I went.

Stonehouse's contract. BOOMING Durham

Squash

Club will host their eighth John Smith's

plenty of biscuits, sold from the rows of big

square

tins, with broken ones a bargain. `Everyone

has detailed planning consent for 230,000

sq

ft of offices and a 270-bedroom hotel,

schoolmaster looked out of the window across the

square

to the castle where he announced to the

point he decided to give the youths in his

squad

a fling. After all, he had nothing to lose

Darlington ironmongers, have opened a new 4,000

sq

ft shop on the Cannon Park industrial estate

90 examples from China, tend to be either

square

or diamond-shaped and to be emblazoned

Middlesbrough and Cleveland are sending a strong

squad

, including Steven Helm, Kevin Mace and

yesterday pulled out of the Leekes Welsh Classic

squash

tournament because of a pulled back muscle

18-year-old Bishop Auckland bowler is in the

squad

of 14 from which Durham will pick their

authority and axed Slaven from his Tranmere

squad

. The Boro boss said: `I have better

`That is why we will have to change the

squad

in the summer,' he said. `We applied

he was shot down he commanded a Hurricane

squadron

and was promoted Wing Commander while

a surprise call-up a month ago when the

squads

for the World Cup double in Poland and

weeks Yeah the other morning I hell of a

squeak

of brakes and they had two vans and as

lost three nil or something. Aye. They were

squalor

. okay? David. That's what Gary was saying

apertures, you could create two 12.5-cm (5-in)

square

apertures next to each other. You could

diamond. The little heart has been put in a

square

frame, as any other shape would leave too

It's just kind of there .' Gurder

squinted

at the sun again. `Is this generally

door… let's try this one….' Another

square

hole opened. Brilliant blue light flooded

endearment captured on tape JAMES: Oh

Squidgy

, I love you, love you, love you.

the process indefinitely and eventually

squeeze

the dislocation out of the far side of

. But Carla just shrugged it off. Hit

squad

wiped out my sister and family Gerard Evans

the family were the victims of an Arab hit

squad

. Mr Spiro said he was `in mortal danger

see the Bamford Hunt meet in the Market

Square

tomorrow morning, would you?' he asked.

Europe - but it all turned out as a damp

squib

. Leeds, Liverpool and Sheffield Wednesday

I've kept changes to a minimum.'

SQUAD

: Woods, Seaman, Dixon, Bardsley, Pearce

Midfielder Gary Megson rejoins the

squad

after an eight-week lay-off with a torn

bonus. The six Rangers players in his

squad

do not include inspirational skipper of

around now, I know I've got one of the best

squads

even in the Premier League. `We have

it.' It was easy. `When do I get to

squeeze

a lump of coal into a diamond?' Doc

Lutyens was responsible for redesigning eighty

square

miles of offices, avenues and palaces in

to 24 volts AC lighting at 2 lumens per

square

foot. New lighting effects were installed

coming to the rescue of Taylor's injury-hit

squad

in Sweden this summer - and now he's back

hard the hawk has to work just to get one

square

meal. It's animal against animal, one on

slyly squiggly head-screwing dubversh of `

Squint

', which goes on far, far too long unless

you might spot in the woodlands are red

squirrels

and roe deer. The track continues, re-entering

where they are relevant, as in say the fraud

squad

) very defective in their ability to locate

and placed one eye right up against the

square

hole that was no bigger than a postage

16 held in £1million fraud raid FRAUD

Squad

police investigating an alleged `ghost

HAPPY: Liz Taylor Bank calls in fraud

squad

THE Bank of England has called in fraud

out in gangs, pick them by the thousand,

squeeze

out all the juice and let it ferment in

In his book, Pablo's War, the 41-year-old

squadron

leader said some pilots could not face

lovely person.' Hewitt commanded a tank

squadron

during the Gulf War. Diana wrote

BLIMEY LOOK AT THAT The hand moves up for a

squeeze

on the hips. Fergie frowns as she discovers

caused terrific confusion and ambiguous

squaddie

stiffies when he became the archetypal

confused in the way they were on the Police

Squad

TV series. On screen it says `Smile

filmed in secret is HERS. She has to

squirm

with embarrassment as the others answer

trams to shop till they drop at Ghiradelli

Square

. Our winners will be given a FREE

McAllister and his team-mates were made to

squirm

their way through a special screening of

Australia and New Zealand. Mal Reilly's

squad

pulled in record tour profits from their

change,' it says. Once they become available,

SQL

queries from multiple sources will be able

Relational Database Architecture, rival to the

SQL

Access Group's RDA, is beginning to find

databases that support two-phase commit.

SQL/M

is integrated with the company's other

many unknowns. As we see it, the onus falls

on the shoulders of Ray Noorda. As Novell

Group subsidiary Ingres to sell

squarely
SQLRetriever

Binary Large Objects in memo fields. Paradox

SQL

Link provides automatic translation of

customers on support contracts. Paradox

SQL

NetWare SQL, Excel, Progress, SQLBase, XDB,

SQL/DS

Link for InterBase is $400 and requires
, Tandem Computers Inc NonStop SQL,
Teradata

after maybe seven or eight sittings, I will

square

the drawings up and transfer them onto

and monitoring tool. It is about 1.5&ins;

square

and incorporates an application-specific

green-ruled score books with their lines and

squares

and numbers carefully laid out to register

the set 15-12 to win the match 3-0.

Squad

; Bohannon, Day, Rosser, Parkinson, Ruggles

initiative.' Anglian DTI spokeswoman, Sarah

Squire

, said money taken from the EICS would be

a bonfire of tyres in the town's central

square

, prompting riot police to fire tear gas

, hissing, squawking, mewling, quacking,

squeaking

, creaking, peeping, squealing, and hooting

object across the lawn. `An apple!'

squeaked

the vole in delight. `For me? Oh, thank

the big bands. When you hear some of those

squawkers

and what they get.' He bent towards her

screens. The puppet pigs with the

voices who captured the imagination of

degree of centralisation. A recent study of

squeaky
squareheaded

begun to show aggression to each other. They

square

up to each other, with their noses almost

World War. The east coast Search and Rescue

Squadron

of the Royal Air Force occupies part of

MUG SHOTS Take tea with Her Ladyship,

Squire

, Cook and Butler china mugs. Available

supplied by these companies should fit your

Squier

with little or no modification. Once

spring reverb, £200 ono. Or swap for old

Squier

Strat. BLADE R4 SuperStrat, mint

Octopi breed in solitary pairs while

squid

prefer to collect in huge aggregations

joint 5th and 13th green which, at 5,550

square

yards, might well be the biggest putting

University. In 1928 the staff from George

Square

and Sheriff Court moved to Southpark, 19

draw a line every 7.5 cm 4 Push the fabric

squares

firmly into the ring so the centre is embedded

require. Working the cross-stitch Each

square

on the chart represents one cross-stitch

TIGHTENER 16. Extend both legs forwards and

squeeze

them together 30 times holding each squeeze

hold of your calves with both hands and

squeeze

them together. Repeat 20 times, holding

outstretched, take hold of your calves and

squeeze

them together quite hard, using the muscles

square. They were all big, red-bricked and

square

along this road. It would be very

pictures, presented as diptychs, use paint

squeezed

from tubes in grids which are based upon

very few minutes. He was carrying a flat,

square

object which looked heavy. When he had

80s, but I predict that the recession will

squeeze

funding further. I think that the 80s were

controls a territory of anything from 25 to 250

square

miles (65-650 sq km). Inside this are the

Mystique, a range of two (95 sq. &ins; and 115

sq

. &ins;) widebody design rackets made of

`It's our intention to have junior

squads

in all of clubs. We'll be having open days

progress as has been achieved. For the Irish

squad

to tour New Zealand will not be fit enough

experience. But I am very happy to be in the

squad

. It will be a great experience just be

praise for the achievements of the whole

squad

, Haguellar nevertheless singles out Henri

counter-attack, taking the next two games to

square

the set. Nerves were edgy as both

watery blue below. The occasional yellow

square

adds the odd high note. His cool nature

the maternity ward probably lived such a

squalid

and impoverished life that his price for

3.0, a Microsoft Corp ODBC-compliant version

brooches came to a similar conclusion (

sheet of continuous flame'. The three

squads

making for the northern caisson, including

Watson's party, with some of Walton's

squad

, had fought a firefight around this place

Shoctector simply plugs into any standard `

square

' pin socket. You then plug your appliance

A collection of deeds… etc.' The use of

square

brackets would normally mean that there

Clair, and he set about grooming a training

squad

from which the Otago team for the coming

1990-91 New Zealand one-day representative had

square-cut

the boundary which meant his side were

refs 20, 21) In Fig. 1 we plot the

square-root

of this quantity for the QDOT redshift

curtains (not shown) and set within a perfectly

square

room with walls painted black. The set

Sunday Dispatch , another middle-ground paper

squeezed

into unprofitability by competition for

users. Academic rates start at £969. The

SQL

Server for Windows NT, co-developed with

outside his office in Phnom Penh's Market

Square

proclaiming `Communism is evil'.

radioactive smoke and dust across thousands of

square

miles. The stories of what it was like

the teachers and the police, he will now

square

up to fellow ministers and the voters.

and were coming back down to the damp and

squalid

cellar the management refused to redecorate

him this too. `Talking,' she said,

squatting

gracefully as she slipped down his trousers

came home to the flat at weekends, She had

squash

, groundnuts, rows of beans on nylon lines

best-looking fellows of their colour that the

squadron

could furnish' - and instructed them to

statisticians insist - where the unhappiness and

squalor

of the inhabitants remain an insult, a

become jet-black. Protective monocles were

squeezed

into the orbits of the combatants' eyes

otherwise have been the case, had the Wolverine

Squad

not commandeered that Emperor Titan…

finger-nails. If the condom has a teat,

squeeze

it to get rid of trapped air immediately

sufficient to straighten the eye. Because a

squint

may be due to serious disease, its sudden

midday before he arrived at 62 Campden Hill

Square

. He had brought Kate with him, leaving

style. It is superbly situated in Regency

Square

in the heart of Brighton, only one hundred

number of rows of knitting. Each vertical

square

can represent one, two, four, six or eight

row. The initial requirement is a tension

square

in your own choice of yarn and stitch pattern

stood outside his mausoleum in Tiananmen

Square

and chanted `Long Live Chairman Mao!' This

memorials, many of them dedicated to Canadian

squadrons

of Bomber Command. Perhaps the most

logbook to refresh my memory. With 115

Squadron

at Marham, after doing the conversion course

Beedle, who had flown from Tangmere with 43

Squadron

in 1940, was the author of the superb book

seconds but some children have been known to

squirm

or resist for as long as 30 minutes. Under

will lack authority as long as there are

squealing

children and low, growly dogs. In other

so to make sure that you are starting at

square

or row one. (You can easily check that

screen is now shown, 45 squares wide and 38

squares

high, as we saw for the intarsia chart

duration. First raid was on Munich when the

Squadron

sent out 22 out of the 88 aircraft despatched

which was Lancaster III ED888 of 103 and 576

Squadrons

with a tally of 146. As in the case of

Lancaster in December 1941, and W/C d'Arcy, the

Squadron

's commander, was anxious to find a Lancaster

after Sugar throughout its service with 467

Squadron

, came on to the scene and offered to try

good-looking low cost hood. First make a

square

frame of wood - I used 1.5&ins; × 1&ins;

sponge-like material provides an amazing 10

square

meters (13 sq. yds) of surface area to

provides an amazing 10 square meters (13

sq

. yds) of surface area to which the bacteria

The automatic gateway supports standard

SQL

operations on many non-SQL systems, such

demonstration tool (UX Nos 363, 365) - with Sybase's

SQL

Server technology to enhance ease of use

is slowing down work on Phases 3 of its

SQL

Specification (UX No 385), the

implementation of the industry-standard

SQL

inquiry language. It also allows applications

; Database Manager and DB2/2 under OS/2;

SQL

Server, XDB and SQLBase, and support for

very much the explorer with his classic

square

jaw and steely blue eyes. He's here

. The tomb chamber is a relatively small

square

chamber cut out of the living rock of the

procedures that Oracle couldn't. Outside of the

Square

Mile, it's practically invisible in the

gateway acts as an interpreter, translating

SQL

dialects from one database environment

Boss if possible. With Squig Hunters nine

Squigs

and three Hunter teams is about right.

all these creatures is the elusive Cave

Squig

. These are hybrid creatures, part fungus

of the Goblins. FORMATION A unit of

Squig

Hunters is always deployed in two ranks

wild. Each prodder can control up to three

Squigs

. If there are not enough prodders to control

by nominating the direction you wish the

Squig

Hopper to move in and then bounce it 2D6&ins;

words silently, only to himself. A common

Squat

reconsecrate it afterwards.' Obviously the

Squat

, a Navigator, even an Assassin - should
didn't place much faith in any such technotheological

inserting his fingers deep into them. Vera

squealed

. Who, she wondered, would be his choice

that 1 ounce (28g) to the square yard (

square

metre) as a starter, towards the end of

rate of 4 ounces (113 g) per square yard (

square

metre). Nitrate of potash, saltpetre

) in 2 gallons (9 litres) of water per 2

square

yards (2 square metres), and applications

apply, simply put it white side down on the

squares

to be corrected and rub gently but firmly

sections that are each 180 squares wide and 88

squares

high. These will then be ready to transfer

for days longer than necessary because of

squabbling

between the Home Office prison department

as meticulously commercial as the Rats or

Squeeze

, that doesn't cut huge corners to seduce

Devoted' segued in for variety. The Soho girls

squeal

, which means they are older than ten.

better nor worse than their compatriots in

squadrons

all over the world. Many of them by now

life. At least one Z.506B from the 287 a

Squadriglia

was reported lost. Hurricane IIAs ranged

the first operational sorties by the 21

Squadron

Blenheims from Luqa, together with another

Plt.Off. D.J. Hammond was posted from 261

Squadron

to the Middle East due to ill health.)

when he shot down Hurricane N2673 of 261

Squadron

, Plt.Off. A.J. Reeves baling out with slight

on to Mersa Matruh, lead by four of 252

Squadron

have been envisaged. Next day 249

Squadron

's Beaufighters. Seven of the 213 Squadron
was split into two sections, one half
commanded

all the strength of Perdita's frantically

squeezing

legs to stop her ducking out. Reaching

There are also many tennis courts, some

squash

courts and a nine-hole golf course which

Number 10. If he can look that prospect

squarely

in the eye and both parties cut out the

maintains the rectangular format, with the

square

tips carrying keels for the outer bridles

grind. When the alternative seemed to be

squabbles

and point-scoring, many of these people

before, Lee's face had seemed strong to her,

square-boned

, attractive but guarded, the forehead lined

them walking down the main street past the

square

. `What an odd couple,' she whispered

travel, Canada has come up with a new-look

squad

for a four-game visit to New Zealand in

draper and furniture warehouseman in Finsbury

Square

; by 1818 he had made his final move to

fact, I would say I now have a far stronger

squad

than I had last year and it isn't costing

Presumably, a player wouldn't be included in a

squad

if he's not 100 per cent fit. They accept

truth emerges from all the embarrassing

squabbling

between Riddick Bowe and Lennox Lewis.

game's tempo reached fever pitch, Saunders

squandered

a golden opportunity to grab an equaliser

against Alex Garcia at New York's Madision

Square

Garden on February 6. Gould fury at

Glenavon for £30,000, is included in the

squad

for the trip to Oldham. Also in the party

Marsh in the £85,000 Qatar international

squash

tournament quarter-finals in Doha. Ashes

Skanska's large (and 90% unlet) Thomas More

Square

office project on the opposite side of

They have instructed us to sub-let 20,000

sq

ft of offices, surplus to their requirements

About Pounds 10,000 buys a unit measuring 30

square

metres with reception area, main room and

. DRUM CLOTHING COMPANY Unit 37, Clayton

Square

Shopping Mall Sale on, ends January 15.

Bosnia. `I had a letter from the 21st

Squadron

of the Royal Corps of Transport based in

dancing, football, jogging, brisk walking and

squash

. 8. NOT have an accident in Nepal, which

review the show declared it to be more damp

squib

than hot stuff. Although the three-part

Hill and junior environment minister Robin

Squire

, who has a liking for the lamb pasanda

they are women. The system is designed to

squash

them. `Most of them are incapable

Fabers, crayons of a denser black, and later

squeezed

his colour messily and thickly from the

stripped naked, her bony shanks drawn up as she

squats

on a sawn-off dead tree stump. Her head

lives with her philosopher husband in a

squat

in St Petersburg. `Russia is like a horror

warrior class… It is late, late: we have

squeezed

a fluent ideogram of cleansing cream across

assured both unions that is act will be

squeaky

clean before the All Blacks and Wallabies

grandee. Battle became unusual as a town whose

squire

ceased to have any effective local influence

Mary as its centre. The contrast with the

squalor

of the old Cinque Port provided a rather

housing of the urban poor, crammed in their

squalid

suburbs in Chichester and Lewes or in the

could be cut to about 25 with regional crime

squads

- teams of detectives covering areas which

month following publicity surrounding the `

Squidgy

' tape featuring an intimate conversation

been warned to stay away from Trafalgar

Square

by police fearing a terrorist attack.

London South-East. Societies feel cash

squeeze

Nicki Pope BUILDING societies are feeling

Pope BUILDING societies are feeling the

squeeze

as savers withdraw cash because of falling

Common sizes are 100 and 150mm (4 and 6in)

square

. Special round-edged version are available

politics of fear. He had ordered firing

squads

into Kurdish villages. He had executed

damaged. In June Fireflies of 1771

Squadron

( Implacable ) joined in attacks on the

version also served with a number of RNVR

squadrons

including, . Major alterations were

Australian Air Force's Dakota transports of 38

Squadron

to Malaya, deploying in May 1950. A month

was launched. `Six Beauforts of 22

Squadron

operating from Thorney Island attacked

regularly. In March 1935 Thomas was posted to 22

Squadron

and Maisie and he became engaged. However

cut-down version of release 3.0 that is pitched

squarely

at the stand-alone iAPX-86 workstations

heavy fire from ships in Beatty's and Hood's

squadrons

. At about 21.00, nightfall came to his

ruling passion. A glutton's gross body

squats

with eyes bulging from its face, suffocated

SHOPPING LIST Gravel About 10lb (5kg) per

square

foot of tank base. Rocks A few well chosen

into a propeller. The second involved 15

Squadron

Washington WF533 which was being flown

Mechanic in 1953 and during his time with the

Squadron

he rose to the rank of Sergeant. Jim Keeble

in place at Coningsby, Lincs. A former 56

Squadron

example has flown into Woodvale, Merseyside

again carries this livery. After a spell of

squadron

service the aircraft was transferred to

Bernard Uzzell, this is because it is `not

squeezing

the business for maximum profits', preferring

front of her school blouse is jam that has

squirted

out of her break-time doughnut, and not

pushed down hard. The engine fired. Jed

squinted

into the low yellow sun. `Safe trip, Mitch

his left was the old Victorian rectory, a

square

, red-brick building, incongruous behind

who is the murderer. 19 Squeak piggy

squeak

All that is needed is a cushion and a

holding hands. The organizer starts and

squeezes

the hands of the person next to him. The

adventure. THE UNTOUCHABLES Ocean, The Hit

Squad

The Untouchables has to be one of

RoboCop games. IAN: `Tee hee, squeak

squeak

squeak.' JAMES: Ian says that when

them are out on budget. Check out The Hit

Squad

's R-Type instead, or this month's Megatape

minutes is all these birds need? A small

squadron

could make a series of relay runs, each

conversation. It was cold and snowy outside so I

squeezed

in with them. They were chattering like

in place and dry as normal. A pack of 18

Squiggles

usually cost £10.50 from Schumi but we

Access Group interfaces, he says. IBM DB/2

SQL

dialects are difficult to link into Unix-based

Server offerings, plus the Embedded SQL for

SQL

C, Cobol and Ada precompilers; and new

traditional tasks. Using the Sybase Inc

SQL

Server relational database and a Microsoft

gates to the Domain, each manned by an elite

squad

of a dozen men, hand-picked by the T'ang

Barbados?' Christina glanced at the young boys

squabbling

over the ball. `Setting up a Barbados football

time. I have Louise to thank for that.' He

squeezed

her hand then let it drop. `We're

exactly did he see in this patronizing little

squirt

? Oblivious, Michael Stein continued

exercise and at his behest I set to, to analyse

squares

of numbers, using keys to turn them into

amongst the mob, and his intended victim was

squeaking

with the rest. Squeaking and even gasping

no money to invest in new players and a

squad

of only thirteen, team selection is a constant

little iron bed with a cover made of knitted

squares

sewn together like a refugee blanket. The

winking suggestively and hugging her until she

squirmed

. `I'm nobody's mistress, you daft

asked Stella, although she knew. Someone was

squealing

and crying at the same time, as if caught

crocodile of children winding halfway round the

square

for the afternoon matinee. George told

the market-place, in the same way they had

squeezed

out Laker. The government should bear in

Tunnel proposal in particular was for more

square

feet than currently existed in the whole

sizeable, tabletop model some twenty-five foot

square

. As it would not fit into the studio, and

to head the Council-sponsored `Starling

Squad

'. And tonight Will was with us to tell

vigorously, shook its bright red wattles, and

squawked

, `Kor ok , kor ok '. We ate a hearty

. A breeding colony of blackheaded gulls

squabbled

noisily on their chosen island. Grey lag

the branches. We heard the high-pitched

squeaks

of a gold crest. A green woodpecker's laughing

, handsome editor and publisher with his

square

, even teeth invariably clamped over fat

plums, packed together two thousand to the

square

yard. It seems impossible that any mother

this saw slits open the shell. The yolk is

squeezed

out and the crushed shell, usually still

`but we reckon that if a burglar's been

squirted

with ammonia and slashed with a sword and

`Good! she shouted back. Her little

squad

had survived one firefight, but she'd already

people perched atop a deep pile of cargo, and

squeezed

into a rear corner, hoping there was no

spread at the rate of about 180-240 g per

sq

or green. They share this deficiency with

squirrels

m (6-8 oz per sq yd), and garden compost
, dogs and many other mammals, which
naturally

side. Uniquely, the huge eye of the

squid

combines these two techniques. Some of

had never seen. While his retainers

squatted

noiselessly behind him, the Tominah advanced

each night and stuffing his face with three

square

meals a day. So crazed were we becoming

shape has. Areas are always measured in

square

units. EXERCISE B Find the areas of

rectangle in question 1. Instead of counting the

squares

all you have to do is multiply the length

side. 1 What would be the area of the

square

(in sq units)? 2 What fraction of

&formula; 9 Find the area of the largest

square

that could be made using 64 metres of fencing

shh, erm I can hear squealers, I believe

squealers

are working Miss David A course but I know

down, leave the so the outside edge of the

square

level with the lining, so they're not all

work the formula aren't you? Yes. I mean B

squared

's nineteen squares you know just under

centimetre okay that'll make it one every three

squares

Without drawing it, try and talk about a

square

. Three squares is a bit awkward to deal
. What would happen? Erm How would you
work

've got sixty four by ten to the four. The

square

root of sixty then take the square root

running the material over a hard edge to

squeeze

the coils. Mainly suitable for main filtration

can be beaten into a sheet a hundred feet

square

and only of an inch thick. Gold is also

neocortex has an area of more than 100,000

sq

. mm. This pattern of interconnection

too. Cruel. Her nature. Curious mice never

squeal

. Seem to like it. Wonder what I look like

those who had reached seventeen called `the

squeakies

' and who were prepared, according to their

Walk led to another murder scene Crime

Squad

officers had quickly been on to the address

but different. In Salvador, it's all death

squads

, guerilleros, sombreros. In Lebanon, it

His mother leaned across the seat to

squeeze

his hand, but he felt an inner coldness

white-gloved hand, the Resident Superior

squinted

at the emperor through his monocle; his

phone top. Then at last he straightened and

squared

his shoulders in resolution. " All

police constable's car is just across the

square

. Can you go and get him for me?'

X. Mhm. And F of X in this case will be X

squared

plus four. Exactly the same mechanism ,

week, so if you want me to get some some

squash

or something. Well, provided someone does

that then to go in a house that had a, a

square

developers have got pretty clever about

squeezing

room, do you follow? And that, er it was
the most out of DOS systems. And DOS
represents

For the big boys there's industry-standard

SQL

; the IBM standard rather than the ANSI

painting by numbers - you just fill in the

squares

A There are a number of solutions to

surprised he could not make the West Indian

squad

. Another West Indian, Ezra Moseley

, but still military-looking, with three

square

, almost aperture-less towers, two at the

1967 three lieutenants led a Reconnaissance

Squadron

of the army to seize the radio station

thunder threatens to ruin the day, that it's

squandered

on this. APE There is a male silverback

lifetime. Travers looked around the

squalid

Daniel, petits coins, vieille planche ,

square

room. Their so-called furnished accommodation
, church…. (2) Les Sablonnières. (3)
Countryside

1661, St James's Square in 1665 and Soho

Square

in 1690) with their associated terraced

fraction of its original size. Red Lion

Square

, covering about half an acre at the most

visit her grandfather.' He met Burun's look

squarely

. `I thought it might be useful if we knew

public-school lust like a dog hearing the

squeak

of a rat in its sleep. She was cruelly

the presence of a large crowd in a public

square

the messengers shouted vulgar abuse at

Duchess of Norfolk's mansion in St James's

Square

and filled it with red and white roses

of expansion and qualification to make it

square

with the law. A finder of a chattel

integer so a selected part of the key may be

squared

instead. This technique is not always as

grasp her gorgeous ripe melons. And when he

squeezed

their tender roundness while still rooted

old pieces of furniture in there, a huge

square

pine table with thick bulbous legs and

lop-sided teeth, because one of her keys always

squeaked

a little - `Yes. Five weeks and two days

Ember ignored her sarcasm. Absently he

squeezed

more insulating oil on to his fingers and

millions of Sudanese citizens have never had a

square

meal in their lives. It is this attitude

kilometres. The King's palace covers about eleven

square

kilometres: the main rooms are eighty metres

into its vee and stooped to the fish. Luke

squatted

alongside, like a child anxious to keep

